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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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ON 'rHE J.IECH.i\lHSr-1 OF' DISLOCATION LOOP COARSENifiG IN !v',g;O ( CONSEHVATIVE CLH1B) 

J. Narayan and J. \-!ashburn 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and 
Department of Eaterials Science and Engineering, College of Engineering; 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

When magnesium oxide is plasticaily deformed (bending) most of the 

damage is introduced in the form of dislocation dipoles. In a thin sheet 

bent along the [ 010] axis, dislocation dipoles are introduced on (101) 

.[lOl], (101)[101) andon (llO)[llO], (llO)[llO) slipsystems. If 

the benclir.g axis is slightly off from [010], dipoles on (011)[011] and 

(011)[011) also appear. A brief description of the mechanism of dis-

location dipole fornation follows: noving screw dislocations acquire 

jogs of both kinds during motion, this results in formation of edge 

dislocation dipoles trailing behind. Many of the dipoles are terminated 

becoming elongated closed loops by the mechanismdescribed by Washburn. 1 

Recent.ly a good electron microscope evidence of this mechanism has been 

obtained by iiarayan and Washburn. 
2 

Evidence for collision aild 

rearrangement mechanisms of_dipole formation3 has also ·. 

been observed. As the plastically deformed crystals are heated to 

successively higher annealing temperatures, the dipoles start bre~~ing 

up ~nto strings of small circular p'ris:matic dislocation loops. First 

to breclc up are the dipoles ·of szn..'lllest spacing. The breaking up into 

circular loops starts at as low as 850°C, dependi!"..g upon the separation 

h 
of the two edge dislocations co!!lprising the dipole. · ' 5 As the time and 

temperature of ar.nealing is increased, dipoles of larger spacing start 

brea~ing up. 5. As the time. ar:d te:::!perature of ar.nealing is increased 

further, loop coarsening takes place. 'l'hese big loops then anneal out 
":) 

by bull:. diffusion a.!ld/or pris~Latic slip .. .1 to the foil surfaces. 

Up to now the mechanism of lccp coarsen:i.ng ·,,;as r.ot clear e.nd vas 
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ambiguously attributed to bulk diffusion6 because thin foils for 

transmission electron microscopy were obtained from different bull: 

samples, annealed at different temperatures for various amo~~ts of 

time. To investigate the mechanisms of annealing in more detail, it 

is necessary to photograph the same area of a thin foil after various 

annealing treatments. Since for in situ heating it was difficult to 

obtain a temperature of 850°C and above, a technique of annealing thin 

3 foils outside the electron microscope was developed. The temperature 

of annealing was controlled better than .:_ 3°C, which is not possible in 

any.hot stage (i? situ) annealing. The same area was photographed 

after each annealing treatment in a Siemens 100 kV electron ~~croscope 

taking care to reproduce identical diffraction conditions. Thin foils 

for electron microscope observations were prepared by a jet polishing 

technique using orthophosphoric acid at 150 .:_ l0°C. 7 

Our experiments showed that after the initial stages of bre~~ing 

of dipoles, many pairs of the resUlting coplanar groups of loops, 

whenever the separation was small enough for a strong interactio~, star~ed 

moving closer together by conservative climb or self climb. Self c:!...i::rib 

of dislocation loops differs from t~e usual non-conservative grow-th or 

shrinkage in the sense that the total ,area of the loop projected perpen-

dicular to ~ts Burgers vector remains unchanged and climb occurs by 

J 
• 

migration of atoms along the easiest path, i.e., the core of the dislocation. • ~, 

·figures 1, 2· and 3 were from the area of a thin foil where tqe da.:::age -. 

was contained on (101)[101] and (lOl)[lOl] slip systems. The dislocation 

loops which result from annealing of dislocation dipoles are edge in 

1[ - 1[- ] characterand have b-vector either 2 101J or 2101 . Coplanar grou?S of 

I I 
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loops ab, cd, fg, h, k, 1, and m (see Fig. 1) c~ne closer together by 

self climb, as the time of annealing vas increased (Figs. 2 and 3), 

and formed single loops of approximately conserved area. There are 

several other examples in these pictures where dislocation loops coalesced 

by self climb. Thus, the primarY mechanism of loop coarsening in plasti-

cally deformed HgO below about 1270°C is conservative or self climb. 

The increases or decreases in the sizes ofloops due to bulk diffusion 

3 for the loops near the center of the foil is very small, below about 

1270°C. The shrinkage rate for loops near the surfaces of the foil is 

appreciable, 3 see loops P and 0 in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. 

The rate of self climb of isolated coplanar groups of loops which 

were near the center of the foil has been measured at more than one 

temperature and the activation energy for pipe diffusion (60300 + 
·, . . 3 . 

3500 cal/mole) determined. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. l. Area of a plastically deformed (at rool'!l temp) thin ~ foil after 

i 
L 

annealing 1 hr. at 1200°C. Length of the marker in all Figs. is 2.5 x 10- 5 em 

Fig. 2. After annealing the same area (as Fig. 1) at 1260°C for 1 hr. 

Fig. 3. The same area after annealing further at 1260°C for 35 min. 
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Fig . 2. 
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